Sports

Travel Adventure Therapy

“This earth does not belong to us — we belong to the earth”
STAT trips are unforgettable life experiences. Being
authentic and real yet totally human and able to enjoy life!
We challenge ourselves in beautiful and sacred places on
this earth to watch our spirits come alive. I’ve learned so
much from my women. They have given me more than
words can express. Through their willingness to share, I
have found the true meaning of life. With great respect
for everyone’s unique journey and integrity, I strive for our
experiences to be enriched by the changes in the colorful
spirit of the seasons.

“Your spirit is always with me”

“Wonderful STAT
journeys serve as a
metaphor for our lives”

We planted our spring seeds in Sedona. It was a midlife
celebration of ultimate growth and healing surrounded by
non-judgmental souls. We were silly…laughing till we
cried. We let the energy of the land take us to places
in ourselves we rarely, if ever, visit. The challenges were
immense…that bike ride in the canyon was a spectacular
feat. We remain proud. I can still hear and see the
hummingbirds buzzing!
Summer in the Laurentians was a unique view on nature.
We tested our multi-sport limits on land and on water. We
discussed our philosophy of life while canoeing through
mangroves and lily pads only to get stuck. Bushwhacking
the hiking trails was nothing compared to the hilly bike ride.
The scene was certainly set on our full moon dinner aboard
the pontoon in the middle of the lake with our very own chef.
Canadians are such friendly folk.
Fall delighted us in the discovery of remote places! Chile
is an amazing country and we really took advantage of the
varied terrain. From Patagonia in the south to Attacama
in the north, we hiked and saw what represents all that’s
void, unlimited, and untouched in the world. We embraced
beauty in the unexpected and good in the inevitable. The
Glaciers were ice-cold blue while the geysers were boiling
hot. This was truly an adventure.
The best way to discover nature and us is to travel in
small groups. My adventures are a combination of
simplicity, unbearable joy, and challenging moments that
help you to re-evaluate your life and focus on what really
matters. I not only celebrate the spirit of adventure but
pay tribute to the spirit of trying. I want to enliven, inform,
and inspire you. More important, I want to welcome you.

“Your gentle accepting way
has softened my world”

All my relations,
Erin Leider-Pariser

Lokah Samasta Sukhino Bhavantu…
may all beings everywhere be happy
and free… and may the thoughts
and actions of my own life contribute
in some way to that happiness and
freedom for all.
Try anything. Be curious. Live fully.
No sitting on the sidelines… Dance
Live your passion
Love a stranger
Make peace with your body
There is no strength without challenge,
adversity, resistance, and often pain.
Ask God for what you want
Pray... meditate
Your deepest struggle will produce your
greatest strength.
Be ready to receive
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“I’m having a little bit of
camp/friend/fun/challenge
withdrawal.”

Winter in Dominica—January 30-February 3
Dominica is an unspoiled paradise of mountains, lakes, waterfalls, and
breathtaking scenery. Commonly referred to as the “Nature Island”, it’s the
hiking capitol of the Caribbean Alps! We’ll hike on jungle mountain trails that wind
through the island’s 300 waterfalls, where hot volcanic mineral water blends with
cool springs creating a whirlpool bath in these amazing rock basins. It’s nature’s own
beauty treatment!
“Healing and life affirming experience”

Spring in Brazil—May 12-18
IIha Grande is a completely undeveloped tropical idyll and home to the most beautiful
beach in Brazil. We’ll kayak to all our hikes, meandering through the Atlantic rainforest in
its virgin state admiring unforgettable vistas, flora and fauna. A little night dancing to the
sound and rhythms of samba…we’ll even learn the capoeira! All this is in preparation for our
morning asanas.
Summer on Vancouver Island—July 10-15
Our Wilderness Outpost floats in the middle of Clayoquot Sound…45 minutes by boat from
Tofino with more than 500 river valley acres. We’ll be hiking the Wild Side along a volcanic
shoreline, riding horseback through old-growth rain forests, kayaking through misty fjords to
Quait bay, and of course doing yoga at the wellness center. The delicious salmon in these
waters are famous. “Roughing it” never felt so good.
“Thanks for bringing me close to
nature and to the beautiful outdoors”

Fall in New England—October 1-5
Pure and simple New England is a favorite leaf-peeping spot with its vibrant foliage. We’ll hike
under a canopy of trees tinged with orange and auburn past cool streams spanned by wooden
covered bridges. The fleeting colors of fall will sway the birch trees as we bike through.
Lobster is still the choice meal of the day. The magical feeling continues through the evening
as our gracious Innkeepers welcome us.
Please call or e-mail for detailed itineraries. The journeys are in the $2,500 range.
Custom trips are available for personal and select groups for whom
female friendship, natural discovery and fun is a great way to celebrate a life passage!

“This must be a dream-and one that
can’t be happening for me”

“Here’s to nurturing ourselves and the love”
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